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Table 2 - 1 : Kohlberg’s Stages of 
  Reasoning Model

Stage # Kohlberg 
 

1 Pre-conventional: Fear of 
punishment.  Selfishness is assumed 
to be good and it is restrained only 
because some actions produce 
punishments 
 

2 Pre-conventional: Exchange, mutual 
back-scratching to get what you can 
get, so pure selfishness recognizes it 
can get more by giving a little 
 

3 Conventional: Approval, good boy, 
nice girl.  Social approval for the 
adult means being accepted and 
protected in a larger community of 
norms.  Traditions and roles accepted 
without too much question.
 

4 Conventional: Law and Order, the 
law before compassion.  Here the 
abstract legal system is defended 
to maintain order, predictability 
and equal treatment under the law.  
This includes contractual rights in 
commercial law.  Precedents are 
accepted as legally binding cases of 
application.

5 Post-conventional: Rights, reaching 
consensus, Situational ethics, Social 
Contract, justice, and individual rights 
before rigidity of law so seeking 
to increase rationality.  Critical 
thinking and frequent questioning 
of foundations for what is right, so 
there arises a large problem of what 
norms, powers, and authorities are 
legitimate.  Risks of skepticism and 
relativism.

6 Post-conventional: Principled Ethics 
requiring intelligence to apply these 
abstractions to concrete situations, 
not a procedural application of rigid 
law.  One internalizes the standards 
of right.

7

8

from page 151
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Stage # Kohlberg Loverde
1 Pre-conventional: Fear of punishment.  

Selfishness is assumed to be good and it 
is restrained only because some actions 
produce punishments

2 Pre-conventional: Exchange, mutual back-
scratching to get what you can get, so pure 
selfishness recognizes it can get more by 
giving a little

Stage # Kohlberg Loverde
3 Conventional: Approval, good boy, nice 

girl.  Social approval for the adult means 
being accepted and protected in a larger 
community of norms.  Traditions and roles 
accepted without too much question. 

4 Conventional: Law and Order, the law before 
compassion.  Here the abstract legal system 
is defended to maintain order, predictability 
and equal treatment under the law.  This 
includes contractual rights in commercial 
law.  Precedents are accepted as legally 
binding cases of application.

5 Post-conventional: Rights, reaching 
consensus, Situational ethics, Social Contract, 
justices and individual rights before rigidity 
of law so seeking to increase rationality.  
Critical thinking and frequent questioning of 
foundations for what is right, so there arises 
a large problem of what norms, powers, 
and authorities are legitimate.  Risks of 
skepticism and relativism. 

6 Post-conventional: Principled Ethics 
requiring intelligence to apply these 
abstractions to concrete situations, not a 
procedural application of rigid law.  One 
internalizes the standards of right.  

7 Dynamic Fields Rejuvenation: the ethical 
considerations in the founding acts of 
World Creation, which include how to 
justify the Directionality implied in the 
founding acts.  

8 Dynamic Fields Rejuvenation: the ethical 
problems of legitimizing the institutions, 
systems, and structures of the new world 
being developed through World Building. 

Table 2 - 2 : Stages of Moral Reasoning                        from pages 152-153
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Table 2 - 3 : Categories of  Psychological Models                                            from page 153
Categories Presupposition Direction Population Estimate
Continuity ordinary processes education, adjustment 80%-90%
Discontinuity Transformation Critique of society 9%-19%
Evolution leaps, emergence genius, great person, 

world leader
1%

Table 2 - 4 : Selected Types of Theory Models    from page 155
Developmental Models Transformational Models Evolutionary Models
Conditioning: man is a product 
of habit or stimulus-response 
association (B.F. Skinner).  An OD 
application is Management by 
Objectives and Central control.  

Collective: man contains both 
his personal unconscious and a 
collective unconscious (C. Jung, 
E. Von Neumann, Teilhard de 
Chardin, J. Campbell)

Psychosynthesis: man 
can identify seven types 
and integrate lower and 
higher functional levels 
of consciousness (R. 
Assagioli, J.W. Cullen)

Psychoanalytic: man must face 
unconscious processes and reconcile 
those instincts with the constraints of 
society (S. Freud & neo-Freudians) An 
OD application is conflict resolution. 

Intuitive: man can train right-
brain and whole-brain processes 
(R. Ornstein, C. Tart, S. Krippner)

Holotropic Therapy: 
woman can access the 
transpersonal models 
of myth and spiritual 
evolution (S. Grof

Role-Theory: man is a socialized being 
who internalizes various roles and 
social beliefs (G.H. Mead, P. Berger, 
D. C. McClelland).  OD applications 
are Herzberg’s Two-Factors theory 
of satisfiers / dissatisfiers and group 
dynamics. 

Transpersonal: man can go 
beyond the ordinary hierarchies 
of need and find spiritual needs 
(W. James, A.H. Maslow, J.L. 
Rosenberg, S. Krippner).  OD 
applications would be spirituality 
in the workplace, business and 
consciousness, and some aspects 
of business ethics. 

Spiritual growth: 
woman can access 
higher planes  (B. Weiss) 
as well as the wholeness 
of the implicate order 
of the multiverse (D. 
Bohm). 

Cognitive/Developmental: the 
infant, child, and adult have different 
structures for their perceptions (J. 
Piaget, E. Erickson, J. Bowlby)

Wilber, Ken, Itnegral 
Psychology, Boston: 
Shambhala, 2011.  

Gestalt: man develops through 
completion and closure (F. Perls)
Hierarchical: man must fulfill basic 
needs before actualizing higher needs 
(A.H. Maslow).  An OD application 
is Theory Y management with 
sensitivity training.  

Wilber, Ken, A Theory 
of Everything, ,Boston: 
Shambhala, 2011.

Meaning: man seeks a meaningful 
existence in terms of values and 
purposes (V. Frankel)

Cowan, Christopher, and 
Don Edward Beck, Spiral 
Dynamics: Mastering 
Values, Leadership and 
Change, NY: John Wiley 
& Sons, 2007.

Existential: man must live in 
authenticity or suffer neurosis (L. 
Binswanger, M. Boss)
Dialogical: man exists with intrinsic 
worth in relationship to other 
individuals (M. Buber, C. Rogers).  OD 
applications are sensitivity training, 
Theory Z quality circles, and team 
building. 
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               from page 157

             from page 158
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Table 2 - 5, Part 1 : Typology in Psychosynthesis67     from page 159
Types Characteristics Pathology Leadership 

Styles 
Counseling 
Styles

Sub-
Personality

1. WILL Paranoia - Directive, top 
down  
+ Servant 
leader, World 
Creation 

Tell them 
what is 
wrong, get 
on with it

+ Dictator
– Doormat, 
passivePower, direction, purpose, 

planning, independence, 
leadership, synthesizer

2.INCLUSIVENESS Schizo-
phrenia

Participative,
+ safe space for 
diversity 
- too sensitive, 
nice guy

Non-
directive, 
client-
centered

+ Suffer 
rejection 
- Unfeeling, 
cold 

Attraction, group consciousness, 
inclusion, wisdom, understanding, 
love

3. CREATIVE        
ACTIVITY

Compulsive-
ness 

- Manipulation 
by the lone 
genius
+ the orchestra 
conductor 

Rational, give 
arguments 
and reasons

+Workaholic 
–  Lazy

Abstraction, organization, 
manipulation, skill with energy, 
money and processes
Types Characteristics Pathology Leadership 

Styles 
Counseling 
Styles

Sub-
Personality

4. HARMONY Manic- 
Depressive

+ Conflict 
resolution  
- Conflict 
solved by war

Synthesis, 
find common 
elements & 
patterns

+ Conflictive   
Indecisive 
– Unappre-
ciative

Harmonization of conflicting 
elements, creativity, imaginative, 
intuitive, artistic; or resolving 
conflicts by winning the war
5. SCIENTIFIC Self-

detachment 
Schizoid split 

+ Expertise, 
bring in the 
facts  
- Spoil sport, 
hyper critical, 
can’t see 
opportunities 

Behavior 
Modification, 
Conditioning

+ Mental 
constipation, 
one rigid truth 
–Ungrounded, 
flaky

Concrete mind, searching, 
discovering, analyzing, exact, 
separative, demanding hard 
evidence

6. IDEALIST Obsession, 
fanaticism 

+  Charismatic, 
inspirational  
- Emotive,
leading blindly 

Invocative, 
able to 
portray the 
highest ideals 
to strive for

+Fanatic
–  Meaning-
lessness

Devoted, one-pointed focus, 
devoted, loyal, reverent, self-
sacrificing, fanatical

7. ORGANIZER Rigidity,  
repetition, 
compulsion 

+ Organizing 
ability used to 
coordinate all 
elements  
World Building 
- Propensity 
to   Selfish 
Magic as self-
interested use 
of power

Put life 
together, get 
organized, 
get things 
done

+ Over 
structured, 
super-
organized, 
procedural 
–  Slob, 
careless

Order, rule, precedent, detail-
oriented, implementation, formal, 
ceremonial, either superficial or 
enlightening physical plane living
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Table 2 - 5, Part 2: Typology in Psychosynthesis68         from page 161
7 Types  

with  
Their 5 Levels

1

Physical 
Level

2

Emotional 
Level

3

 Mental 
Level

4

Personality 
Level

5 
Transpersonal 

Level
1. WILL Strong, 

athletic
Cut off, 
unfeeling

Concentrated, 
focused, will 
directs the 
mind

Being in 
charge of 
oneself

Inspired leader

2. INCLUSIVE-
NESS

Sexuality, 
collections of 
things

Romantic, 
attracts and 
is attracted 
to others

Collector 
of ideas, 
dilettante

High self-
esteem

Impersonal love, 
wisdom 

3. CREATIVE   
ACTIVITY

Highly active Moderate 
emotions, 
stoicism

Cognitive 
strength, 
manipulation 
of ideas

Very 
successful, 
financiers, 
stock brokers

Active servers for 
world causes

4. HARMONY Love of 
beauty

Constant 
cycles 
of highs 
wonderful 
and lows 
awful

Intuitive, 
able to see 
many sides of 
issues, takes 
a long time to 
make up his 
mind

Fine artist, 
negotiators, 
sympathetic 
counselors 

Great artist, 
intuitives, able to 
find underlying 
unity

5. SCIENTIFIC Observing, 
gathering 
facts.  Trivia. 

Insensitive.  
Sticks to 
sense data so 
rarely looks 
inside.

Primary 
mode, 
cognitive 
dexterity

Scientist, 
analytic type

Illuminated, 
with grand 
insights, often 
breakthroughs 
beyond 
paradigms.  
Science of the 
self. 

6. IDEALIST Physical 
perfection, 
movie star

Extreme 
attachment 
to ideals.  
Worship 
heroes, 
gurus, 
saviors.  
Attack those 
who do not 
agree.

Absorb 
the values 
attached to 
the ideals

Gain realism 
about ideals, 
beginning 
to be more 
practical

See possibilities 
of many ideals, 
acceptance 
of diversity.  
Seek to invoke 
transpersonal 
values. 

7. ORGANIZER Put things 
together, 
builder

Calm.  Follow 
the book.  
Impersonal.

Structured, 
ordered 
thought 
processes.  
Not scattered. 

Organization-
al genius, able 
to get others 
to fit into the 
right place.  
Ritualist.

Creating new 
rituals.  Manifest 
the visions and 
energies of the 
transpersonal. 

When doing an assessment, the question of which of the seven types applies needs to 
be answered in two ways.  First, each of the five levels has the quality of one of the seven 
types.  The same type can characterize more than one of the five levels. 

Second, a given person has five potential levels but at a given stage of growth is 
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Table 2 - 6 :  Types of Jung and Assagioli69

Jung Assagioli

   Mental: The assertive Odd Numbered 
assertive qualities: 1. Will,  
3. Practical, 5. Scientific,  
7. Organizer

   Feeling: The receptive Even Numbered 
Receptive Qualities: 2. Love, 
4. Beauty, 6. Ideal

   Sensing: 5. Scientific, 2. Love as sensuality, 
4. Beauty as visible expression

   Intuitive:  4. Beauty as inner expression, 1. 
Leader as visionary of the future

from page 163
Table 2-7 : Supplementary Qualities Needed

 

Psychological Type
 

Supplementary Quality Needed
1. Will Needs inclusiveness to open to other’s 

perceptions and needs
2. Inclusiveness Needs centralization to establish a point of focus
3. Practical Creative 
Activity

Needs stillness to slow down frenetic, 
compulsive, workaholic activity

4. Harmony Needs steadfastness to stop swinging back and 
forth between oppositions

5. Scientific Needs detachment to let go of material facts and 
appreciate subjective worlds

6. Idealist Needs silence to still the frenzy of fanaticism and 
the belief that your belief is the only truth

7. Organizer Needs flexibility to keep the organization from 
becoming all powerful and all controlling 
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Table 2-8   Totalitarianism: Characteristics                   from pages 184 - 189
 

Characteristics of Totalitarianism (T.). Comments about T.

1 Will The first of the Three Ontological Aspects.  Arendt did 
not use this as an organizing principle, but she clearly 
recognizes the concept in terms of the will to power, 
found in Heidegger, Nietzsche, and others.

1.1 
Absolutized Universals

T. imposes a few rigid principles, such as world 
domination.77

1.2  
Twist The Good to selfish purposes, 
e.g. the Whole is an excuse to kill 

T. can claim the whole of humanity needs a given group 
or race eliminated…using The Good to justify mass 
murder.78  

1.3  
Power for its own sake 

The T. leader demands all power.79

1.4  
Domination

Inability to tolerate insubordination; domination of 
others must be complete.80 

1.5  
Secret Police

The State is a traditional structure that can be taken 
over by a Dictator, usually enforced with the army. T. 
puts power in the Movement and enforces its decrees 
through Secret Police who no longer have to investigate 
much since the T. leader merely orders a purge of 
“objective enemies” who are already guilty like a plague 
already infected them.81   

1.6  
Movements

Governments and Parties are too structured; the 
political “Movement” is deliberately always changing so 
T. does not let it solidify or crystallize into just another 
structure.82 

1.7  
Centricism

Although this is characteristic of all Top-Down control 
systems, its cruel deficiencies are more readily seen in 
T.  Power is consolidated in one place, at the Top of the 
hierarchy.83 

1.8  
Absolute Expansionism

Since world domination is the goal, the T. expands until 
everyone is under control.84 

1.9  
Evil unprecedented

The greed, cruelty, and control by prior Dictators, Kings, 
or other despots were not anything near the evil of T.  
Arendt correctly called it absolute evil in an attempt 
to represent in concept what was mind boggling and 
seemed so impossible it was like a dream or another 
planet to those who lived through it and returned to 
normal life.85   

1.9.1        
Vertical Diremption, break from 

all historical precedents

T. evil even turns itself back upon those who support 
and run it.  Successful completion of a ruthless purge 
was not a recommendation for a high-up authority.  
They were routinely killed in their turn. This is like a 
diremption even worse than Modernity’s break with 
classical history; this is a vertical diremption breaking 
with our connection to all ethics and The Good.  Arendt 
even tells us to stop making futile comparisons with 
previous kinds of inequity because this is not like 
enforced labor, slavery, incarceration or even torture.86  

1.10          

Terror as a “legal” tool of T. 
T. goes beyond attacking those who do something 
wrong; it attacks randomly so everyone is terrorized and 
at risk regardless of guilt or innocence.  Utilitarianism 
and common sense views punishment as a consequence 
for doing something wrong, but there is no instrumental 
logic here and anyone can be punished randomly and 
horribly, so no one is safe.87

1.11          

Unprecedented concept of power
Power is not used in rational ways; self-destructive acts 
are committed to maintain ideological consistency.88
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Characteristics of Totalitarianism (T.). Comments about T.

1.12          

Temptation to adopt the powerful       
solutions offered by T. 

The threats to us by T. are not from outside our 
country.  When people and large groups cannot find a 
way to cooperate, the T. solution to simply wipe them 
out is tempting.

1.13         

“Leader Principle” equals whim
It is not just authority but whim that characterizes 
the T. leader.  The T. leader rises to Level 4 Leadership 
but uses that success because of the T. organizational 
power and adds capricious decrees in part merely to 
prove power but also to be unpredictable and more 
terrifying.89  The capricious leader obviously makes the 
“Leader Principle” more about political assertion of 
power through terror than the business requirement 
for rational coordination of action for organizational 
effectiveness.   Where the T. “Leader Principle” is 
imposed in a business, we can expect severe disruption 
of both the Grand Lazy Markets Leader (e.g., the 
coordination of work activities) and Dynamic Markets 
Leader (e.g., the cooperation of teamwork and 
empowerment of distributed leadership)

2        Individuation, Self-Reflection, 
The second of the Three Ontological Aspects.  Arendt 
did not use this as an organizing principle, but 
she clearly understood the idea of individual self-
consciousness and personal identity 

2.1  

Suppress Unpredictability
Dictatorships restrict freedom but T. wipes it out 
and will not allow any further initiative, so replaces 
competence with completely predictable loyalty.90

2.1.1        

Subjectivity attacked
The subjective power of the mind of humans is suspect.  
While Dictatorships merely suppress the rebellious 
actions, T. attacks the subject’s independence of 
thought in an attempt to transform human nature into 
something animal, robotic, and absolutely predictable.91

2.1.2        

Spontaneity attacked
Even small whims or ideas make a person unpredictable, 
so any signs are suppressed.92

2.1.3        

Creativity attacked
Humans are inherently looking for ways to create, so 
human nature has to be transformed into robots.93

2.2  

Fanaticism
History for the fanatics is already moving inevitably 
toward the ideological goal, so loyal people do anything 
to help support that direction of change.  Not like 
religious fanaticism whose adherents will be martyrs if 
their religion is suppressed, the Movement has to exist 
for its fictional reality of T. to be believable.94

2.2.1        

Selflessness
The availability of greed and extortion are not sufficient 
motivation for those dedicated to the ideological 
reality.  They support the ideology uncritically and die 
like robots.95  We must remember this when we call for 
a decentered self or a transcendence of self: we must 
not wipe out critical thinking or emancipatory thinking 
merely on the basis that the self can be self-interested.

2.2.2        

Homelessness
This is the individual’s problem that can come from 
many causes, such as poverty, Statelessness, and 
attacks.96

2.3  

Mobs, Masses, and Elites both 
attracted to T.

The mob believes in conspiracies and seeks the strong 
man with violent solutions to those problems.  The 
individual as one of the masses is lost and identifies 
with T. cutting through all ambiguities to assert a grand 
plan.  The intellectual also can be seduced by the 
attacks on decadence and other evils of Modernity.97
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Characteristics of Totalitarianism (T.). Comments about T.

2.4  

Superfluousness
Partly the result of excessive population growth and 
displacement from one’s homeland, individuals in huge 
numbers became superfluous to social productivity, 
losing all prospects of being useful and valued in the 
social system…thus, easily seduced by mass Movements 
and then discarded, purged, and liquidated.98

2.4.1        

Loneliness
This is the more fundamental feeling of the individual 
who has neither place in society nor social bonds with 
other individuals.  The social level manifests as isolation.  
T. works to actively impose it through terror so people 
do not organize and fight back.99  Note  how this radical 
loneliness is so completely different from the spiritual 
insight by Dynamic Markets Leaders that we are all 
connected so in higher consciousness we are never 
alone.

2.5 
Inclusiveness, forced into one 

The T. idea of inclusion is to force everyone to be the 
same without distinguishing choice.   Each of us loses 
free will and is smothered into one unity.100  Note how 
this forced inclusion differs from the spiritual insight of 
inclusionary consciousness as a defining characteristic 
of love.

3        Active Intelligence, Organizational    
Design

The third of the Three Ontological Aspects.  Arendt 
did not use this as an organizing principle, but she 
clearly understood that structures, organizations and 
institutions are a crucial aspect of history and society. 

3.1  

Stateless, no rights, no home country
Arendt was herself stateless for many years after 
arrested by the Gestapo and fleeing first to France and 
then the USA.  With no legal standing, the stateless 
person can actually gain benefits by committing a 
crime, gaining then the right to an attorney, reasonable 
treatment in jail, etc. T. makes everyone stateless in 
their own country.101

3.2  

Imperialism, Continental
A forerunner of T. when Germany lost out on conquest 
of colonies and so looked to expanding in Europe.102

3.3 

 Imperialism, Foreign
A nationalist predecessor of T. that developed the 
tools of racism and bureaucratic repression of “lesser 
peoples.”103

3.4  

Exclusionary Mode
While T. is forcing most of us into one inclusionary 
unity, it is also accelerating the exclusionary mode of 
consciousness to separate out the dangerous groups 
and purge them like a disease.  Unlike Dictatorship 
that attacks only enemies, T. attacks whole classes and 
defines even innocent people as enemies.104

3.5  

Ideology, one key, fanatical 
consistency

Not enough can be said about how T. uses ideology 
to attack and destroy.  Ideology imposes one key to 
everything, which historically as in Class Conflict or 
socially as in racial supremacy.  If reality offers counter 
evidence, the ideology wins by attacking and destroying 
the evidence, those who believe it, and even their 
family and friends so there is no one left to remember 
that someone believed it.105
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Characteristics of Totalitarianism (T.). Comments about T.
3.5.1        

Rigid deduction from first 
principle

Ordinarily a principle is used as a starting point 
for logical deduction but is adapted to different 
circumstances pragmatically when it does not apply in 
specific circumstances.  This is viewed as a common 
sense adjustment rather than an unacceptable violation 
of logic.  However, part of the power of ideology is 
how its strict and horrifying consistency is believed by 
people who have lost all other sense of hope or reality. 
T. logic flies in the face of human experience and then 
undermines the belief in experience.106 The result is 
that T. stops accepting negative feedback from the 
environment when something true “on principle” in 
the ideology is not working in experience.  In T. if you 
bring bad news about how the ideology is not working 
you are not rewarded for discovery; more likely you 
are condemned for attacking the ideological truth…and 
then just as likely killed for your efforts.

3.5.2        

Impose one paradigm
Arendt and others of the time did not have the complex 
concept of the scientific paradigm; it is the scientific 
experimental version of ideology. Experiments of horror 
we performed in Concentration Camps to transform 
human nature (see topic below).107

3.5.3        

Ignore counter evidence
I will maintain that naked “facts” are not just lying 
around to be picked up, so Empiricism is philosophically 
naïve—we shall see Popper called that the Bucket 
Theory of knowledge.  But T. is philosophically insane.  
The moment any political construct or any “-ism” 
ignores specifics that do not fit the mental models, it 
is on the road to T. , which simply writes that fallacious 
reasoning larger. 108

3.5.4        

Kill opposition and even possible 
opposition

The enemy does not have to actively oppose T., it is 
sufficient that a given group or class of people might 
be infected with danger, so they become objective 
enemies that no longer need any evidence produced to 
incriminate them.109

3.5.5        

Unprecedented concept of reality, 
T. creates its own world and 
ruthlessly imposes that fiction 
on everyone

Impose a fictitious reality on the whole population.  Big 
lies have a better chance of being believed because they 
seem impossible to make up.110

3.6  

“Anything is Possible”  

The principle of Total Possibility not only unleashes 
inhuman experimentation but also removes all ethical 
restraints from T.  

3.7  

Dualism
In the core of T. is a strange philosophical Dualism: 
On the level of the idea stands ideology that seeks to 
overpower all.   On the level of the real is a poverty of 
experience by which people in T. succumb to an abstract 
logic and find nothing in their experience to oppose it.  
So the very dualistic otherness of ideology allows it to 
be absolute over the ambiguities of experience.111

3.8  

Transformation of the inner nature
Total control through inner control systems.  A 
deduction from Total Possibility, T. does not merely 
impose controls externally but also makes people 
robotic and absolutely predictable.   See also topic of 
Concentration Camps below. We do not know whether 
this is a tempting solution, because while eliminating 
spontaneity and freedom it also eliminates the dread of 
human responsibility for whatever reality and political 
system we make.112
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Characteristics of Totalitarianism (T.). Comments about T.

3.9  

Nothing Utilitarian or Common Sense
Along with having a fictitious world destroy the ordinary 
world, T. uses a logic that Utilitarianism and common 
sense cannot fathom or refute.   There are no more 
rational consequences for one’s instrumental actions.113

3.10         

 Materialism
Behind much of T. is the postulate of Materialism so 
there is no God to guarantee human rights.  Because 
everything is possible, there is even a rejection of 
natural law that could be a basis for human rights in a 
monastic philosophy.114

3.11          
We create from within our society 
the destructive force of barbarianism 
when we let T. take control  

The danger is not from a foreign enemy but our 
own susceptible and gullible nature as we refuse to 
be responsible for creating a society with human 
relationships that are equitable and humane.115

3.12          

Front Organizations
T. creates its own unusual and powerful organizational 
controls to impose itself on a population. One was the 
Front, those members of the Movement that were 
dedicated but not yet fanatics or in the inner circle.  
Thus a buffer zone was set up: the fanatics did not meet 
the larger population so directly and so their danger 
was blunted; likewise, the realities of the outside world 
were filtered through the Front Organization so their 
capacity for critical feedback was also blunted.116

3.13          

Fictitious Social Reality confronted 
as if a fact 

This is the result of T. concept of reality, it imposes 
absolutely its paradigmatic force, and uncompromising 
ideology.  T. pushes its fiction down into the Lebenswelt 
by making agreement to it the prime condition 
for survival.  Therefore, you do not merely choose 
to believe the fiction; you confront the fact of the 
operative fiction because you have to assume it is true 
in order to do anything in T.117

3.14          

Planned Shapelessness in Structure
A definite shape, set of responsibilities, delegation of 
authority, known rules, and universal principles all make 
for a rational world.  T. undermines all of that as much 
as possible by multiplication of offices, vague orders, 
secrecy about who has real power, and even lack of 
cause for your punishment.118

3.15          

Transformation of classes into masses
Political events, wars, and even deportations made 
millions stateless, unwanted, and homeless because the 
Human Rights were never philosophically established 
and entered into all relevant sectors of law and 
international agreements.  Without place or protection, 
millions were no longer members of a social class; rich 
and poor alike became parts of the masses.119

3.16          

Atomization: destroy group solidarity 
and isolate from social relations

Political power includes the collective action of people 
acting together.  Therefore, group solidarity and social 
relations and class consciousness are dangerous 
prerequisites for revolution against T.120 This danger 
means that T. systems do not tolerate people building 
natural social relationships by which they can be more 
loyal to their social group than to their T. leader.  In T. 
each person feels horribly alone and even suspicious 
of others around him or her.  Normal social trust in 
families, groups, communities, and classes is destroyed.

3.17          

Propaganda for organizational power
T. does not need propaganda to persuade people 
because it terrorizes them and kills the ones who 
disagree.  Propaganda is used to spread knowledge of 
what is agreed to by everyone.
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Characteristics of Totalitarianism (T.). Comments about T.

3.18          

Control Systems
Ordinarily, control means tracking activities and 
correcting errors.  In T. there is no longer flexibility 
to allow for the control system making the mistakes.   
Having total control becomes an end in itself, so anyone 
who threatens that control is automatically categorized 
as dangerous (therefore, all the people in a potentially 
dangerous class or group can be killed without a legal 
trial).

3.18.1    

Organizational Duplications
A disorienting tool and early form of Shapelessness 
was Duplication, which not only confused people so 
they could not revolt, but it also allowed the early stage 
of the Movement to have shadow organizations that 
were ready to substitute or duplicate the existing State 
departments after the Movement gained power.121

3.18.2    Hierarchy and the 
Conspiracy Sector

The Hierarchy connected the Leader to the rest of 
the organization and Movement.  They did not have 
allocated ranges of authority with freedom and 
responsibility.  So everything delayed until the Leader 
gave the final approval.  They were behind the scenes to 
the public, so all kinds of conspiracy theories arose.122 

3.18.3     Common Sense does not 
apply

The ordinary Lifeworld is no longer a basis for 
predictability.  Instrumental Logic is turned inside out, 
and former facts are not only reinterpreted but also 
denied existence.123   

3.18.4  Concentration Camps One of the greatest threats in T. used not only to 
terrorize the whole population and to torture the 
inmates, but also to experiment on them in an effort to 
transform human nature into sub-humans.  

3.19 
Terror as an organizational tool 

Organizationally terror is the result of the success of the 
total control and organizational design of T.   This means 
also that terror is increased even after the Totalitarian 
leader knows there is no further opposition.  Terror is 
one way that the Movement is kept alive so T. does not 
collapse into just a Dictatorship or other form of State 
government with political parties.124


